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SHORT SINOPSIS
Vadym is a 25-year-old composer and a sound recordist living in Kyiv.
Having experienced many setbacks in both his professional and personal life,
he gets a chance to start it all over.
Just a simple task – to record the sounds of the Transcarpathian animals could be his chance to leave the uncomfortable Ukraine behind
and move to the much desired Canada. However, things get complicated when
the main companion in the job turns out to be - Vadym’s mother.

Long SINOPSIS
Vadym is 25, he is a sound recordist and a musician. His dream is to move abroad and leave Ukraine for good. While it’s already tough enough
for him to make ends meet and make a living, all of a sudden he requires an expensive dental implant surgery he cannot afford.
Having been fired from his regular job as a sound recordist on a cheap soap opera production, in order to earn the money, Vadym takes up
an unusual job from a game developer: a request to record the sounds of local Carpathian fauna. In the case of a successful job delivery,
apart from a generous financial reward, the game developer promises to offer Vadym a place in their head office in Canada. VadYm is now
close to his dream coming true, moreover, he himself was born in the West of Ukraine, so more than anything this job becomes a small trip
back home for him.
His mom Galia, a taxi driver in Vadym’s native town of Uzhgorod, agrees to help him. For her it is time spent together with her oh-so-grown-up
son; for Vadym she is a driver-companion, who will get him to his animals. And so the journey of mother and son begins. It’s spring and the
nature blossoms all around. They travel through the beautiful landscapes of the Western-Carpathian Ukraine, where at each stop Vadym
chases animals with his recorder: the Eurasian beaver, the red deer, the European hare…
but most desired of all is the mysterious Rakhiv mallard (Anas rakhivus), which, if found, will get Vadym the biggest money reward.
Galia has obviously missed her son, who’s lived away for the last couple of years and she now enjoys him by her side. She does not understand
his wish to go abroad and wants him stay in Ukraine, get married, give her grandchildren and have a “normal” life. Vadym seems irritated
by her intrusive attitude - he is “a mature man”, “a musician” and not a boy anymore. He will make his own decisions. The main question
lingering above this almost classic mother-and-son-tale is “What is home for a human being and does it exist at all?”.
The two characters will both have to complete their own journeys, learning that the older one will eventually need to let go,
and the younger one - to take roots.

Writer/Director ANTONIO LUKICH

Antonio was born in Uzhgorod, Western Ukraine.
He studied directing at Kyiv National Karpenko-Kary University. His graduation
short film “It Was Showering in Manchester” was awarded Best Short Film at
Odesa IFF 2016.
My Thoughts Are Silent is his debut feature.

Director’s note
‘My Thoughts Are Silent’ is a story about immigration, as a state of mind. It’s about a young man, who grew up too quickly and his middleaged mother, who managed to stay young at heart. It is a story about the last journey to the places of your childhood, which do not
become one’s true love, but love they can teach.
Our protagonist is heavy in both his figure and his thoughts. The movements of our camera are not the accidental impulses of the camera
operator.
They are the clumsy apparatus’ reactions to the calls of the world around it.
Our protagonist is very tall, but it is not an excuse for us to laugh at someone who has already been mocked by mother-nature, it is the
reason we distance ourselves and observe the story from afar, instead of being right inside of it.

There is a difference between passive contemplation and active empathy, which has nothing to do with imitating action through camera it is to do with author’s attitude towards his characters. Our characters constantly blab on about the little nothings and stay silent
about what’s really important.
The nature of this silence is the main subject of our film. The birth of a new idea flickering across a person’s face is the main focus of our
frame and silence is our strongest accent. As only in silence can one hear its inner voice.
Our story takes place at the crossing of different genres. The cold air of drama and the warm air of comedy meet in the spring troposphere.
We speak to the audience in the language of the atmospheric front born in between the two. The buffer zone between the air masses of sad and
funny is our intonation. The counterpoint is our music. The conflict is our atmosphere. The pause is our act. Spring is our colour. The road is
our rhythm. 16-18°C is the temperature of our air. The partly cloudy skies of the plot are possible but without the pathetical precipitation.

Producers

Alla Belaya

Dmitry Sukhanov

in 2003 Dmitry Sukhanov has found Toy Pictures, which specialised in commercial and service projects. It has quickly grown and become
a prominent company in the Ukrainian market. Soon, Dmitry felt that the company is ready to expand and in 2012 together with Alla Belaya
they have created a new division - Toy Cinema, specialising only in film production.
Dmitry’s background of servicing the productions for big international clients and Alla’s (Berlinale Talent Alumni 2018)
previous experience in international film co-productions (Under The Electric Sky by German Jr., House with a Turret by Neimann etc.) turned
out to be the perfect combo.
Today Toy Cinema is a member and a co-founder of the Film Industry Association of Ukraine and a regular partner of the Ukrainian State
Film Agency. The company’s main focus is split between supporting the new generation of Ukrainian auteur filmmakers and bringing quality
international co-productions to Ukraine.
Recent filmography:

• Legacy of Lies (production) - dir Adrian Bol, spy thriller // producer
• angel (development) - dir. paul andrew williams, drama // co-producer
• how is katia? (development) - dir. christina tynkevych, drama // producer
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